1. IMF’S LATEST HOUSING MARKET ASSESSMENTS


Israel (Article IV): “Supply-side bottlenecks need to be addressed to improve housing affordability
and contain macrofinancial risks. Housing prices are very high, posing a vulnerability while
disproportionately affecting low-income households. Reforms should improve municipal incentives for
development, ensure adequate land privatization and urban renewal, shorten approval times and reduce
construction costs. Macroprudential policies are appropriately tight and the Bank of Israel should monitor
developments closely”, says IMF’s report.



Netherlands (Article IV): “House prices have been accelerating and close monitoring may be
warranted in the country’s main cities. After turning a corner in 2014, house prices have been steadily
accelerating and transaction volumes have doubled in 2016. At the aggregate level, real house prices are
broadly consistent with long-term equilibrium (…) but developments have been uneven across regions”,
says IMF report.



San Marino (Article IV): “Credit growth continues to be subdued, and activity in the housing market
remains at the low level. (…) In the housing market, the number of real estate sales remains low, but the
average tax per transaction for non-leasing properties, which is likely correlated with real estate prices, has
stabilized”, says IMF report.
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2. UNDERSTANDING HOUSING SUPPLY: VIEWS FROM JOSEPH GYOURKO
Joseph Gyourko is the Martin Bucksbaum Professor of Real Estate, Finance and Business Economics, & Public
Policy at The Wharton School. In this interview, Gyourko talks about housing supply, how regulations and
zoning affects housing supply and affordability, housing supply in China and the US, and more.

Joseph Gyourko

Before, When, and After the Great Recession Hit…

Hites Ahir: Before the Great Recession hit, you co-authored a paper in 2005 titled: “Why Is Manhattan
So Expensive: Regulation and the Rise in House Prices”. It is one of your most cited papers. What did
you find?
Joseph Gyourko: Ed Glaeser, Raven Saks (now Molloy) and I concluded that it was the interaction of strong
latent demand for markets such as Manhattan combined with restrictive or inelastic supply that largely accounts
for relatively high house prices in those places. Strong demand itself is not enough. Dallas has very strong
demand, as population has grown substantially over many decades; yet, its constant quality house prices have
not risen much at all in real terms. What is different about Dallas is plentiful building whenever prices rise
enough for developers to supply new homes and make a normal profit. In Manhattan, local authorities are able
to impose sufficiently high costs on new development (or simply limit it outright), so that higher demand results
in higher prices without much increase in the number of housing units. Note that higher demand is essential,
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not just regulatory constraints on new supply. A market could dramatically limit the ability of builders to build,
and it would not matter for price unless demand were strong enough to bid up house values.

Hites Ahir: When the Great Recession hit in 2008, you co-authored another paper titled: “Housing supply
and housing bubbles”. It is also one of the your most cited papers. What did you find in this paper?

Joseph Gyourko: In this paper, Ed Glaeser, Albert Saiz and I formally incorporated the supply side of housing
markets into a model that allowed for price bubbles. One key conclusion was that markets with more elastic
supplies should have fewer and shorter bubbles than markets with inelastic supply sides. That bubbles could
arise in elastically-supplied markets provided insight into what might have happened in the so-called ‘sand state’
markets of Las Vegas and Phoenix, which the data show do allow plentiful building over time. That paper also
showed that the welfare consequences of overbuilding are larger in these same markets—largely because so
much product can be supplied in these markets. Overoptimistic mispricing of homes in inelastically supplied
markets such as San Francisco does not generate much new housing, so fewer real resources are misallocated.

Hites Ahir: After the Great Recession hit, much of the discussion and research focused on the irrational
and speculative behavior of lenders and borrowers. There was no discussion on the impact of regulations
on housing supply. Why?

Joseph Gyourko: I think the reason is that demand for housing had fallen so substantially after the global
financial crisis, that home builders were no longer constrained by even the most severe local restrictions on
building. This change in focus makes good sense to me, as the problem was insufficient demand, not excessive
supply side restrictions. As noted above in my answer to your first question, it is the interaction of strong
demand with inelastic supply that leads to high prices and affordability problems. Supply restrictions
themselves lose their policy relevance in the face of weak demand. The missed opportunity from a policy
perspective, I believe, was not understanding that they would become relevant again as soon as demand
recovered sufficiently. Demand recovered first in our supply-constrained coastal markets. I believe we should
have tried to loosen restrictions in the most constrained markets such as the Bay Area and New York during the
downturn, but that time is past.

“Not In MY Back Yard” and Regulations

Hites Ahir: Residents in certain cities tend to oppose new housing construction, while in other cities, there
doesn’t seem to be any opposition. What could explain this?

Joseph Gyourko: That is a great question, to which we do not know the answer. Some smart Ph.D. student in
economics is going to become famous for answering it, and she will deserve the fame because the causes are not
obvious. In one sense, we see more restrictions in larger coastal markets on both side of the United States. That
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coastal trait is common, but these cities come from very different states, with different tax climates and attitudes
toward government. Their business sectors differ appreciably, too. Political leanings and industry mixes vary
widely across elastically supplied markets in the interior of the country, too. As noted, it is not obvious what the
driving force is. What we do know is that prior to 1970, differences in local regulation and in house prices
themselves, were not nearly as wide as they are today. Something changed in the 1970s, with California coastal
cities initially imposing binding constraints on new residential development. Other cities on both coasts
followed over the next decade.

Hites Ahir: Are you in favor of no zoning and no regulations?

Joseph Gyourko: No. I am a traditional housing and urban economist in this regard. New construction
imposes real costs on its immediate neighbors and the broader community. Pollution is one, with congestion
(on the roads, schools, etc.) being another. It is economically efficient to internalize these negative externalities
by ‘taxing’ the developer in some way so the full costs of development are priced and paid for by the builder.
What I am not in favor of is excessive regulation that imposes costs much higher than could be justified by
spillovers. That results in too little development and creates affordability problems for the poor and the middle
class. In the ‘Why Is Manhattan So Expensive’ paper you asked about in the first question, we found that what
we term the ‘regulatory tax’ was roughly twice as high as the true negative externalities generated by new
development in that market.

Hites Ahir: Is there a city or a country that gets zoning and regulations right?

Joseph Gyourko: Yes, most American housing markets, especially those not located along our east and west
coasts get it right. In forthcoming work, Ed Glaeser and I conclude that most housing markets in the interior of
the country function so that the price of housing is no more than the sum of its true production costs (the free
market price of land plus the cost of putting up the structure) plus a normal entrepreneurial profit for the
homebuilder. That is what we teach should happen in our introductory microeconomics courses—namely, that
price paid by consumers in the market should equal the real resource cost of producing the good (housing in this
case). These well-functioning housing markets exist in a broad swath of the country outside of the Amtrak
Corridor in the Northeast (Washington, D.C. to Boston) and the major West Coast markets from Seattle all the
way down to San Diego. The bulk of the population lives in these well-functioning markets, by the way. They
just are not focused on by the media.

Hites Ahir: You have also looked at areas where it is relatively easy to build housing vs. not relatively easy
to build (due to regulations). What can policymakers do in the latter areas—where regulations have
effectively capped the supply of housing?

Joseph Gyourko: The simple answer is to undo the regulations that are inefficiently constraining new housing
unit production. Unfortunately, that does not happen. One reason is that political support for limitations on
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new housing supply is strong once the restrictions are in place. The Washington, DC, market in which you live
tends to be fairly restrictive. Ask your colleagues who own homes if they would vote for politicians who
eliminated restrictions that resulted in a substantial increase in housing production that, in turn, lowered the
value of their own homes at the same time. And, that is what substantial new supply would do (all else
constant)—lead to a fall in house values.

There is a case for national or federal intervention, too, but I doubt that is going to happen either. The
economists Enrico Moretti and Chang-Tai Hsieh argue that aggregate national productivity is harmed because
some of our most productive metropolitan areas are too small because they do not allow sufficient new home
production. While I might quibble with the size of their estimated impact on productivity, I agree with their
basic point. In that case, it would make sense for the federal government to compensate (say) San Francisco
homeowners for the fall in their house values from increased production in the Bay Area—if that is what it takes
to get them to allow more local housing production. The political problem with that solution, of course, is that
it requires the median taxpayer in the country (who lives in a low cost housing market without binding supply
constraints) to compensate residents of markets that have imposed their own supply restrictions. I will not be
holding my breath waiting for this outcome to materialize, which means that I think we are going to be living
with these restrictions for some time.

Housing Supply in the U.S.

Hites Ahir: “Economic Implications of Housing Supply”—is your new paper with Edward Glaeser. The
paper says: “The older, richer buyers in America’s most regulated areas have experienced significant
increases in housing equity. The rest of America has experienced little growth in housing wealth over the
past 30 years.” Can you talk about that a little?

Joseph Gyourko: Sure. The point we are making is straight out of an intermediate microeconomics class. The
answer to the question of who benefits from higher prices that result from binding restrictions on the supply of
new housing is the owners at the time the restrictions were imposed. Restrictions began to be imposed in many
west coast markets in the 1970s, with east coast markets in the northeast following the next decade. Thus, it is
the people who owned in those markets at those times who enjoyed the most appreciation in their homes. Those
people tend to be senior citizens today, and even if they do not earn relatively high incomes, they are wealthy
because of the real capital gains on their homes.

Hites Ahir: There are reports of U.S. cities where housing is becoming unaffordable. Is this mostly due to
the fact that these markets have inelastic housing supply? So the adjustment is on prices and not on
quantity? Or would you say that credit is too tight? Or a combination of the two?

Joseph Gyourko: It is the combination of strong demand with inelastic housing supply that is critical. Our
coastal markets with the most inelastic supplies also happen to be very attractive places with highly productive
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business sectors. Thus, many people want to live and work in these markets. This strong and growing demand
results in home prices being bid up in the absence of sufficient new homes to house everyone who wants to live
and work in one of these markets. Everyone has to live somewhere, so we get affordability problems for the
middle class, not just the poor, in these places. Finally, I think credit supply problems are a relatively minor
factor in the affordability issues facing teachers and police in markets such as the Bay Area.

Hites Ahir: What is the impact of building restrictions and zoning on housing affordability?

Joseph Gyourko: If they limit supply sufficiently relative to demand, then the existing housing units will be
rationed by price. Richer households will be able to bid more to live in their preferred markets, so we get the
sorting of the rich into the higher priced coastal markets. This is the phenomenon described in my Superstar
Cities paper with Todd Sinai and Chris Mayer. The data on sorting by the rich increasingly supports that thesis
over time.

Hites Ahir: In normal times, how much do house prices deviate from average, where supply is elastic vs.
where supply is inelastic?

Joseph Gyourko: There is not necessarily a ‘normal time’ for this difference. The divergence in home prices
between low cost, elastically supplied markets and high cost, inelastically supplied markets has been growing
over time—since 1950, at least. This can be an equilibrium phenomenon and does not necessarily indicate
mispricing or the presence of a bubble in the expensive coastal markets. If the supply constrained markets are
attractive and productive, people will pay more to live in them; as this bidding process unfolds, the rich will sort
disproportionately into these costly markets. This can generate a spiral up in prices, and it can last a long time.
In 1950 for example, housing in the most expensive metropolitan areas was about twice as costly as in the
average market. At the turn of the century in 2000, the most expensive metros were at least four times more
costly than the average market. I expect that gap to widen over the coming decade.
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Figure 1

Housing Supply in China

Hites Ahir: You have also looked at China’s housing market. What is the current state of housing supply
in China?

Joseph Gyourko: There is a very large amount of homebuilding in China. One reason is the very high growth
rate of the country, including in terms of household income, which allows people to buy homes. In addition,
China has experienced what must be one of the great rural-to-urban migrations in the history of the world.
China’s National Bureau of Statistics reports that there were about 212,000,000 more people living within the
urban boundary zones of its cities in 2010 than there were in 2000. That is about two-thirds of the population of
the United States. Housing had to be built for those people.

Hites Ahir: Overall, China has been building a lot of homes, yet prices don’t seem to be affordable. Why?

Joseph Gyourko: It is not entirely clear why, but basic microeconomics applies in China, not just America.
When I see high and rising prices, I immediately think that demand is growing faster than supply. The inmigration to cities noted just above makes it clear that demand for urban housing has been quite strong. That
begs the question of whether there are binding limitations on supply. Two coauthors (Professor Jing Wu of
Tsinghua University and Professor Yongheng Deng of the National University of Singapore) and I have
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estimated the growth of supply versus demand in 35 major cities. We find large differences across markets. In
the so-called Tier 1 cities of Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen and Guangzhou, growing demand appears to have
outstripped supply. In contrast, a number of internal markets appear to have substantially overbuilt even strong
urban demand. Among these cities are Chongqing, Chengdu, Guiyan and Harbin.

Beyond good old-fashioned supply and demand, there are unique features of the Chinese culture and economy
that help explain very high prices. Culturally, there is a strong preference for ownership, which boosts demand.
Shang-Jin Wei and Xiaobo Zhang have shown that housing is a status good that is useful in signaling in the
marriage market, and that this can explain some of the variation in prices across markets. Housing also is seen
as a store of value by many Chinese, who either do not trust banks or do not want to earn the very low interest
rates (negative in real terms over many years) paid on bank deposits. I also think that many Chinese households
believe their government will do everything it can to stop a major decline in house prices. This strikes me as a
form of moral hazard, and it makes me worry about the fundamental underpinnings of the housing market.

Hites Ahir: Are there any key parallels and differences between housing supply in China and the U.S.?

Joseph Gyourko: I don’t really know enough to answer this question. The institutional contexts are so
different between the two countries. In China, the local government owns all the land within its urban boundary
zone. Developers have to purchase the use rights (for up to 70 years for residential buildings) if they want to
build a high rise and sell units to people. Technically, this is a monopoly position for the government. That
could not be more different from the situation in the U.S., where homebuilders have to buy acres of land from
private owners, with title changing hands.

That said, one similarity between the countries is that the quantity of new supply varies greatly across markets.
And, at least some of the growing price in our coastal markets and China’s Tier 1 cities appears due to supply
simply not increasing fast enough to satisfy very strong demand for housing in those markets. In that sense, it is
a mistake to think about there being a single, national housing market in either country. What exists is a series
of connected, but very local markets, some of which are strong with others being weak.
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Figure 2

Hites Ahir: In collaboration with the National University of Singapore and the Tsinghua University, you
created a land price index for major Chinese cities. What does the latest reading of the index show?

Joseph Gyourko: We just finished updating the 35 city aggregate index for the first quarter of 2017. Land
prices continue to boom in these markets. The constant quality real price index rose 14% from the last quarter
of 2016, and is 37% higher than it was only one year ago in the first quarter of 2016.
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Figure 3

Wrap-up and Looking Ahead

Hites Ahir: How can we make “housing plentiful and affordable”?

Joseph Gyourko: Allow more building. In a well-functioning market with elastic supply, prices should be
equal to fundamental production costs. In most American markets, that is no more than $200,000-$250,000.

Hites Ahir: What kind of questions you would like future research on housing supply to address?

Joseph Gyourko: I want to know the answer to your fourth question—why does the San Francisco market
regulate so differently from other interior markets in California and the rest of the country.

I also think we need a crash course on Chinese housing markets. That country is more than big enough that
everyone around the globe will care if something goes really wrong with its housing markets.
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3. THE CORDON: OTHER VIEWS AND ANALYSIS ON HOUSING MARKETS
 Call for Papers: Workshop on Housing and Household Finance (Norges Bank) | U.S. Housing Policy: The
Future of What Works (UPenn) | 2017 International Social Housing Festival (AEDES) |

 Events: International Social Housing Festival (AEDES) |
 Cross country: House prices surge across Europe and China, and there's vibrant growth in Canada, New
Zealand and parts of North Asia (Global Property Guide) | EMF Quarterly Review – Q4 2016 (European
Mortgage Federation) | Global Residential Cities Index - Q4 2016 (Knight Frank) | Promoting planning for
housing development: What can Sweden learn from Germany? (ScienceDirect) | Asia Seeks to Solve the
Challenge of Skyrocketing House Prices (Huffington Post) | Trends in Lending terms in Africa (Centre for
Affordable Housing Finance) | The Real Estate Sector and Risks to Financial Stability (World Bank) |
Convergence in house prices across OECD countries: A panel data analysis (Research Gate) | Global
Finance, Labor Politics, and the Political Economy of Housing Prices (Sage Journals) | Economic History of
Cities and Housing (Springer) |

 Australia: Fears of bubble as Australian house prices surge (Financial Times) | The Answer to our Housing
Affordability Challenge is Housing Supply (IHA) |

 Canada: Spring 2017 Market Manuscript (Fortress Real Developments Inc.) | Toronto home-price surge
underscores Canadian housing risks (Financial Times) | Spike In Canadian ‘Housing Bubble' Searches A
Sign It May Be Ending (Huffington Post) | How to fix Canada’s red-hot housing markets: A guide to what’s
happening, what’s been proposed and what buyers can do (The Globe and Mail) |

 China: Monetary Policy, Hot Money and Housing Price Growth Across Chinese Cities (SSRN) |
 Germany: Europe’s New Safe Haven: German Real Estate (Wall Street Journal) | Germany’s Housing
Boom a Boon for Developers (Wall Street Journal) |

 Hong Kong: Hong Kong Concerned About Risks From Developer Mortgages (Bloomberg) | Hong Kong
slaps property tax to close loophole (Reuters) |

 Ireland: Irish House Price Report Q1 2017 (Daft.ie) | Ireland’s Housing Emergency - Time for a Game
Changer (NERI) |

 Netherlands: Dutch Social Housing in Nutshell (AEDES) |
 Turkey: Is There a Housing Bubble in Turkey? (SSRN) |
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 United Arab Emirates: Abu Dhabi, Property Market Outlook, Spring 2017 (Cluttons) |
 United Kingdom: The impacts of family support on access to homeownership for young people in the UK
(UK Government) | Rising house prices lift birth rates for homeowners, study shows (Financial Times) |

 United States:
Working Papers: Property Renovations and Their Impact on House Price Index Construction (Federal
Housing Finance Agency) | Crowdedness, Centralized Employment, and Multifamily Home Construction
(Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas) | The Shifting Determinants of Young-Adult Homeownership Before and
After the Great Recession (Fannie Mae) | Under What Circumstances do First-time Homebuyers Overpay? –
An Empirical Analysis Using Mortgage and Appraisal Data (FHFA) | Non-Banks and Lending Standards in
Mortgage Markets. The Spillovers from Liquidity Regulation (SSRN) | House Prices, Geographical Mobility,
and Unemployment (SSRN) | Idiosyncratic Risk of House Prices: Evidence from 26 Million Home Sales
(SSRN) | Search Benefit in Housing Markets: An Inverted U-Shaped Price and TOM Relation (SSRN) |

 Other Analysis: The Large Unmet Demand for Housing (Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City) | Diplomas
to Doorsteps: Education, Student Debt, and Homeownership (Federal Reserve Bank of New York) | Opening
Remarks at the Economic Press Briefing on the Household Borrowing, Student Debt Trends and
Homeownership (Federal Reserve Bank of New York) | The Center's Morris Davis on the mission and
purpose of BLOG•RE (Rutgers Center for Real Estate) | Lumber prices at highest point since US housing
crash (Financial Times) | Tracking the Shadow of Public Housing Budget Cuts (Financial Times) | The
Distribution of Residential Construction Loans Among Banks (NAHB) | Home in America: Immigrants and
Housing Demand (Urban Land Institute) | A First Look at Housing “Affordability” in New Jersey and the
United States (BLOG•RE) | Chinese buyers fuel Brooklyn real estate boom (Financial Times) | Vouchers
Work: Huge Demand, Insufficient Funding for Housing Vouchers Means Long Waits (Center on Budget and
Policy Priorities) | Four charts which should worry you about rising house prices and inequality (The
Conversation) | Fears mount over US construction boom (Financial Times) | Teacher, Teacher, Can You Live
Here? (Trulia) | Post-crisis mortgages cost more but maybe that’s a good thing (Financial Times) | Where do
the Service Workers In San Francisco Live? (Freddie Mac) |
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ABOUT GLOBAL HOUSING WATCH NEWSLETTER
The Global Housing Watch Newsletter aims to present a snapshot of the month's news and research on
global housing markets. If you have suggestions on new material that could be included or ideas to improve
this newsletter, you can send it to Hites Ahir (hahir@imf.org).

*Disclaimer: The views expressed in this note do not necessarily represent those of the IMF or IMF policy.
Also, this note does not independently verify the accuracy of the news, statistics or events presented in this
document.
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